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'Trashy' idea
may warm
University sites
K> Julie Hollo

Staff Reporter

• THREE PENNY OPERA."
features the talents ol many
students and faculty from the
University Theatre and the
College of Music ;il Arts. The
Kurt Weill-Bertold Brechl
production continues at 8 p.m.
today, tomorrow and Saturday in
the Main Auditorium. University
Hall. Tickets are $3.50 and are
available at the University Hall
box office and at the door.

During a tune of national concern
about energy shortages, Universityofficials are propsing an energy-saving
technique that would use garbage to
heat the campus.
According to Norman H. Bedell,
director of technical support services,
the $600,000 project, if implemented,
would involve construction of a sixth
boiler at the heating plant, in which all
University trash, mostly paper, would
be burned.
"It's another way of using the trash
better than just putting in the ground,"
Bedell said "We expect it will save
money, but we don't know how much."

N*wt(*olo by Kolhy Botch*,

Warranties: Look before you leap
By Roger K. 1-ovve
Staff Reporter
John Q. Consumer plugged in his
brand new stereo and saw its lights
flicker and die.
He vaguely remembered the
salesperson at the store explaining that
little piece of paper called a warranty
and telling him that he would not have
to pay for repairs for the first 90 days
after he purchased the stereo. But to be
safe, he looked at the warranty slip.
He could not find the phrase in the
warranty that guaranteed the repairs
would be made, and could not understand any of the legal terms used.
WITH A HOPE and a prayer i and his
warranty i. he went back to the store to
gets the lights repaired and learned
thai the necessary repairs would cost
him $.150 - plus labor. It seemed that
what the salesperson told him, was not
the same as what the warranty said. So
he was left to mutter about the perils of
warranties and to decide if he wanted to
spend the money for repairs.
Under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty
Act, which took effect at the beginning
of this year, some of the problems
confronting the customer can be solved,

according to a pamphlet from the
Federal Trade Conunission,
The Warranty Act says th.it all
warranties must be easy to read and
understand ami must be written in
ordinary language. Fine print is not
allowed, the. pamphlet says.
This rule will help John Q. Consumer
understand his warranty enough to
know if his stereo could be fixed.
THE PAMPHIJST also warns persons to beware of spoken explanations
Of the warranty. What the salesperson
said about the warranty will not count
when service is needed. What is written
counts.
If John Q. Consumer would have
known this, he may have saved himself
both money and time.
Perhaps the biggest problem with
warranties is that most persons do not
understand them, according to
spokesmen from area businesses.
"The average consumer does not
know what their warranty covers."
said I.. Jack Curie, sales manager at
Dishop Detain, 18039 N. Dixie HighHay.
PERSONS DO not buy a car because
it has an outstanding warranty, he said.
They usually are very' excited when
thev buv the car and do not listen when

the salesperson explains the warrants.
This leads to some disagreements
when the person brings the car to tlic
dealer to lie serviced, he said
John A. Mann, service manager at
Bob Beers Ford. 1089 N. Main St, said
that most consumers do not understand
what warranties are and how Ihey
operate.
"You cannot educate them i about
warranties}," Mann said. "You can
only expose them to education."
MANN SAID he tries to go over the
warranty with the person but if the
person comes in for service, he usually
does not understand what is covered
and what is not. Less than one pel son in
15 reads the owner's manual to find
what is covered, he added.
Samcom Office Machines, 244 S.

Main St.. always explains warranties to
its customers, owner Anita .1 Samuels
said. Most of the stores in Bowling
Green do not review warranties with
their customers, she added
Most of the warranties (or their
products, including typewriters,
calculators and other office supplies,
are "spelled out pretty specifically,"
she said.
Judy A. Ennis. manager at IaSalles.
139 S. Main St., agreed that warranties

By Laverae Aiigood
Go Falcons, go!
Find the pot of gold
on the other side
of the Rainbow!

Aloha
Hawaii!
Cheerleaders
primed for fun
in surf and sun

That's right. Rainbow.
The University football team will meet Hawaii's
Rainbow Warriors Saturday in Aloha Stadium. And
after that battle, the Falcons will spend a week in
America's 50th state before flying to California to
close their season against Ixmg Beach State.
It won't all be fun and games for BG's gridders.
They'll have to practice much of the time. But the
cheerleaders arc going, too. They'll be the ones
soaking up the sun and doing the majority of
"goofing off".
"WE'LL PROBABLY spend one-sixteenth of the
time practicing," cheerleader Steve Meggit. junior,
said with a sly grin. "And we'll do it on the beach."
Ah yes, the beach. They don't have those in
Bowling Green. Or palm trees. Or mountains. Or 85
F degree temperatures in November.
Meggitt, who admits studying isn't the easiest
thing to do these days, has his mind more set on
being adopted by a rich Hawaiian family.
SUZY BROCK, on the other hand, is worried
about how much money will be enough to get her
through the 10-day journey.
"Originally, I thought $150 would be enough, but I
think I'll take$200," she said. "They say it's hard to
cash foreign checks over there.
"'When I went to Europe for a month. I spent $600.
I can't imagine that in just 10 days I might spend all
$200."
Brock, thinking ahead, already purchased a new
swimsuit at a local store which had a "back to
school" special at the beginning of the quarter. She
also had her father acquire a few maps.
"HE GOT ME one and I looked it over to see
where I'd like to go,!' Brock explained. "He also
showed me a map of California, but it's just a state
map, not a city map. I'm not just going over there

are becoming easier to understand anil
have fewer legal terms. She added that
although salespersons at UiSallos do
nol explain the warranties to
Customers, the store has all the
warranties on file for the customer to
look at. This practice is required by
federal law, she said.
The Warranty Act, though it requires
warranties to lie easier to understand,
and standardizes what can be covered
by "full" and "limited" warranties,
may hurt the consumer sometimes '
according to John l< Howard,
executive vice president for tlic Toledo
Belter Business Bureuu.
"I'M NOT sure the consumer is
getting more protection now than
before [the Warranty Act)," he said.
"Some businesses have cut out
warranties altogether. That's their

DM ADDITION to a long-term goal of
energy conservation, he said the
proposal would replace a less efficient
method of garbage disposal.
Currently, trash is hauled by trucks
to the Wood County landfill, four miles
west of the city. Travel time to the fill
and related fees would be eliminated
under the new method, he explained.

Officials have investigated the merits
of the garliage proposal for several
months and interviewed companies
marketing the special boilers. Bedell
said.
Two of the three boiler companies
consulted "seem to have good results,"
he said. "But there have been some
notable failures in this area."
BEDELL SAID problems have occurred in operation casts and inability
of the trash burner to meet the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
fF.PAl air emission standards
"We hope not to have the problems
here due to tlie system we will select,"
he said, adding that the University
would choose a company which
promises to comply with EPA
regulations.
Bedell also stressed the importance
of employing a system in which trash
immediately is captured and burned in
the boiler "so neighbors don't complain
of a trash dump next door. We think it's
possible to do that."
Bedell said he does not know when the
proposal, not yet completed, will be
submitted to tlie Ohio Board of Regents

Inside the News
EDITORIALS...Finding a director for a revamped campus safety
program should be more than a quick round of "Let's Make
A Deal 'Page2.
SPORTS...Get the blow-by-blow description of John Weinert's roast
on page i.

(

Weather
Cloudy and cool
Hlgh45F(7C)
LowM)F(-IC)
30 percent chance of precipitation

option."
This action could occur, said the
pamphlet, as the Warranty Actdncsnot
require a company to give a warranty.
It a person buys a product "as is," he
will have to pay for any repairs.
Only one local business has changed
its warranty since the Warranty Act
took effect.

just to get a tan. I'm going to take city tours of

Honolulu,
"I've already been to Disney World in Florida, so
I'm not really too interested in that. 1 want to go to
other places."
Karen Judy is primed to just "mess around."
"It's all up to us," she said. "I don't want to go
sight-seeing. I just want to lay around, go surfing,
skin diving and mountain climbing. I've packed
plenty of summer clothes.
•I'M NOT OUT to lay around on the beach, either,
because I like to go swimming.
Mark "Doughboy" Davis, the four-year veteran
of the group, has been looking forward to this for a
longtime. How long
"About four years.'" he smiled.
"It's a dream come true, they say. For the

cheerleaders, anyway,
PAUI.A WETZEL. Shelly Whitcfield, Scott
Thomas, Robin DeVelis, Barb Rcardon and Tina
Buxton are the other lucky cheerleaders that will be
looking for the other side of the rainbow.
But it must be mentioned that this trip wasn't
handed to the cheerleaders on a silver platter. The
football team, obviously, gets an all-expense paid
journey. It's"working."'
The cheerleaders, except for a brief moments of
practice and performing in two games, are getting a
"vacation."
However, they've already worked for it, conducting high school and junior high clinics last
summer in Anderson Arena to raise $3,000. Each of
the 10 squad members had have to chip in $91 to
cover the rest of the expeases.
AND IT'LL all pay off when they see the jet this
morning.
"It's too good to be true," Wetzel exclaimed.
"I probably won't believe it until we take off,"
Davis added.
Shed the winter coats. The galoshes. The gloves.
That insulated underwear.
For a small group of Universitystuden's, bringing
out the swimsuits. sandals, cut-offs and suntan
lotion is in order.
It's hot fun in the summertime again.

Ncrwtptolo by Oov« Ryan

TERRY A. KLEIN, a graduate student in biology at the University,
gives the gift of life through her donation of a pint of blood. The Red
Cross Bloodmoblle came to campus earlier this week, taking up
temporary residence for blood donations In the Grand Ballroom,
Union.

opinion
s

alter emphasis first
University President Hollls A. Moore Jr. has termed finding a suitable
director for the proposed department of campus safety "the biggest task"
facing the administration dealing with campus police affairs.
But while the News agrees that a director of an organization is Important and some men or women could change the department 180
degree, the University must have a rough Idea of what they want out of
the campus security force.
Do they want a director with his roots In law enforcement or do they
want a civilian who would stress service and act as any other administrator? Or do they want someone between those extremes?
The director of an organization has a great deal of influence on how
that organization operates. Many organizations are even offshoots of
their directors' personalities. Who couldn't identify the FBI under the
iron hand of J. Edgar Hoover vs. the cost-cutting treatment of Clarence
Kelly.
Wouldn't it be reasonable that University administrators either decide
now what type department the University will have or wait to choose a
suitable director until that decision is made?
The News finds it hard to believe a director with strong law enforcement roots could run a service-oriented department or that a
professor or civilian could operate the present department.
I't hard to change a man. Change the department's emphasis first.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion from Its readers in the form of letters to
the editor which comments on published columns, editorial policy or any
other topic of interest.
All letters should be typewritten and triple spaced. They must be
signed and the author's address and phone number must be included for
verification.
Letters can be sent to: Letters to the Editor, The BG News. 106
University Hall.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters If
they are deemed In bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or namerailing will be published.
Readers wishing to submit guest columns should follow a simlliar
procedure.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

guest columnist

minority groups based on pride
By Sylvia Rivera Saacbei
Each one of us, whether we are
Black, White, Mexican, Puerto Rlcan,
etc., have one thing in common and that
is pride. Pride in ourselves, not only In
what we have made of ourselves as
Individuals but also of the culture or
ethnic group we represent
OUR ETHINICITY is part of what we
are and therefore makes up our identity. To be an American is to be proud,
but to be an American and also be a
part of a distinct ethnic culture gives one
something extra to be proud of. When
oncis proud of what he is then he would
like others to know and share in the
something extra that he contributes to
the society in which he lives.
When a group of people from the
same ethnic culture feel the same pride
then they naturally unite and accomplish the task of sharing with the
rest of society the pride they have in
their culture.

Minorities should get more involved on
campus and try to get along with all
people. For example, I really don't
think there should be a Black Student
Union. There shouldn't be so many
segregated organizations."

segregation.
Who does she think sponsors Chicano,
Puerto-Rican Workshops, Bilingual
Education Workshops, Arab Culture
Week, International Week, Chinese
dinners, Asian Roots Lectures, the

To be an American is to be proud, but to be an
American and also be a part of a distinct ethnic
culture gives one something extra to be proud of.'

I CANNOT imagine where she has
been or exactly how involved she is in
campus activities but she certainly
does not give much credit to the
minority groups on campus. I not only
address this letter to her but to others
as well who may share her view that the
organizations on campus are a form of

Obsidian Newspaper, and other activities.
I DOUBT IF Becky Aguilar or others
who share her view have ever attended
any of these organizations and I personally see no justification in her rather
careless statement about the lack of

involvement of minority groups and
their organizations being forms of
segregation.
These activities are put out by the
minority students on campus for the
benefit of the other students on campus.
Becky is entitled to her opinion and 1
certainly respect it but I cannot see
where she is coming from. I would like,
as a member of La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos, to cordially invite
her to attendoncofourmeetings and if
not ours, to attend any other
organizational meeting and see how
much the minority students are actually involved before she criticizes.
But if she has not been involved in the
movement of the minority groups and
made any contribution then she should
do her criticizing elsewhere.
Sylvia Rivera Sanchez Is a News
Student guest columnist

This, in essence, is the idea behind
the various organizations on campus
such as the Black Student Union, La
Union de Estudiantes latinos, the Arab
Student Association, Asian Roots, the
Black African Student Association, etc.
IT IS sad to think that some people do
not realize or maybe do not care enough
to find out that this is the main purpose
of these organizations.
To cite an example of such an attitude; in the News View section of the
November 9th issue of the B.G. News,
Becky Aguilar was quoted as saying,
"There's too much racial segregation.

paulpourri

chorus out for concert victories
Tlie University Men's Chorus varsity
singing team will make its eastern Ohio
road trip this weekend, competing
against some of the top high school and
community audiences in the state.
A string of concert victories could
produce enough momentum to overpower the local audience in a crucial
home match Monday at 8 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the College of Musical
Arts.
Eric Coffelt, in his rookie season as
team head coach, is attempting to
continue the team's prominent position
in men's collegiate choral competition.
THE SINGING FALCONS are
shooting for their second straight
United States Choral League (USCL)
Men's Conference pennant, after
compiling the first undefeated singing
season in University history last
year.
Although the team is "young and
inexperienced." Coffelt said he is
confident the squad will develop into a
top performing unit.
"Forming a championship men's
chorus takes teamwork, good depth at
every position, strong solo standouts,
sound minds and minds for sound."
Coffelt said.
He added that his team can match any
in the league in any category, except
modesty.
"YOU'VE GOT to start building on a
good, strong bass, otherwise you'll get
into treble," the mentor said, adding,
"a bare tone can result from a lack of
depth."

Team captain Ben Ayling agreed.
"Alto often we let one or two singers
carry the team, but you can't expect
them to throw the right pitch all the
time." he said.
Coffelt added that having good
soloists can take the burden off the rest
of the staff, which deserves an occasional rest during concerts.
"Singing together, we have one of the
best solo sections in the country,"
Coffelt said.
THE TEAM IS strong In other areas
as well. The varsity quartet of Dick
Long, Dan Overmeier, Jerry Rittenhouse and Dave Wallace won a gold
medal at last year's Olympic competition in Montreal, W. Va.
"We were so proud of it (the medal)
we had it bronzed," Overmeier said.
"The quartet is a bunch of real
assets, as far as I'm concerned,"
Coffelt added.
Another standout is Jody Tull, the
only woman on the squad and the piano
accompanist

"I ACCOMPANY the piano wherever
it goes," she said.
Coffelt also noted hissecretary.Chip
Weiss, and treasurer, B.J. Whitehouse,
for their contributions to the team.
"Chip's a shoo-in to win a varsity
letter, and Whitehouse is rich enough in
talent that he is bound to pay
dividends to the chorus,"Coffelt said.
The efforts of the team have not gone
unnoticed.
"We get nothing but praise from the
University," Coffelt said. "No money
or music, just praise."
WHEN ASKED about his game plan,
the chorus mentor described the line-up
as dynamic and powerful.
"Some of our plays already have
become classics. 'Johnny Schmoker'
and 'Ride the Chariot' are right at the
top." he said, adding, " 'Go Lovely
Rose' might prove to be the sleeper of
the program, since we usually sleep
through it anyway."
Coffelt said his philosophy in building
a championship team is very simple,
"because the team itself is very' simple.
"Every rehearsal begins with, a
reciting of my high school coach's
favorite saying-'When you sing, you
can't hate.' And my men know that's
true.
"Besides, if they didn't sing well, I'd
kill them."

Paul Iintern is features editor of the
News.

^Letters
feed the
masses
There seems to be a lot of misdirected
faith placed in the philanthropic side of
man's soul. For example, consider the
attitude of World Harvest advocates
who propose a redistribution of food
resources as a solution to the problem
of world hunger.
In short, these philanthropists are
simply saying that the starving masses
should be fed. At the risk of appearing
callous, this approach Is naive,
provides only temporary relief, and

'

reeks of ignorance concerning tne
nature of the problem.
The problem of world hunger has an
ecological basis. And only through a
recognition of this basis can a plan be
generated for the long-range solution.
Needed now are people with a broad
perspective such as "true biologists" people familiar with the processes that
fuse man and all organisms with the
environment.
Needed now is a commitment to place
faith in these biologists and their
doctrines-doctrines which enforce
responsible human reproduction, wise
industrial and agricultural planning,
and conservative consumption of
goods. Coercive control of these factors
is needed to achieve a balance between

iwmt&mmMQmti,*
guest columnist

loaded look at university legality
By David S.Gannon
Iggy and I were lazily lapping up Iite
beers and watching the Browns play
what, for once, seemed to be football a
lew Sundays ago.
At halftime we found ourselves in the
middle of a deep discussion comparing
the campus last year and the subtle
changes that had occurred since then.
It seemed appropriate that we began by
intellectually picking apart the new
policy concerning alcohol. After all, we
were half in the bag.
"Shay Date,"
"That's Dave, Iggy quit chewing your
tongue."
•I THINK all these new rules about
booze are just a lot of buffalo chips. Fpennits, guest lists, 3.2 beer, only till
one a.m., etc. Whatever happened to
the good old fashioned wing parties
where everyone could feel like they
were at home and have a good time?"

sob uncontrollably. "Here Iggy, have
another beer."
"I'm sorry Dave, it just seems like
there is a rule against everything I
want to do - visitation, living on campus, meal coupons, cooking in my
room, little chains so I can't cut across
the grass. I couldn't even put a candle
in my pumpkin on Halloween!''
"I KNOW what you mean, and Jack
looks so apathetic without that warm
glow. But Iggy I can only do so much:
as a University employee I can't be a
flag bearer. I have to work through the
proper channels and a lot of times they
don't work."
I went on to tell Iggy that it would
tike people like himself and other
students to get things changed.

"Iggy if you don't get off your
blistered backside and get involved, a
hundren HI .As. SGAs and ACRAs will
never be able to get you the right to pop
popcorn or brew coffee in your room."
IGGY HANDED me a beer and we
both fell into a contemplative silence. I
think we both felt a sense of urgency in
the need to take responsibility for more
than j ust our free time.
Without further comment we watched the Browns murder Kansas City, a
feat that would have normally surprised us. This time it didn't. We were
both very loaded.
David S. Gannon is a News guest
columnist. He writes this as his personal opinion and not in conjunction
with any campus organization.

The SIS Sews
P»«e*

"A lot of those rules came from the
State Liquor Board, Iggy, and you don't
mess around with those people, of
course the University did call them in to
interpret the law."
"Okay, what about this new paint
policy? Now that is a lot of Falcon
feathers."

the demands of the world population
and the environment that supplies its
wants.
In the words of Rene J. Dubos
(Science, v. 179, p. 772), "By using
scientific knowledge and ecological
wisdom we can manage the earth so as
to create an environment which Is
ecologically stable, economically
profitable, aesthetically rewarding,
and favorable to the continued growth
of civilization."
In agreement, I might add that
nothing less than a total ecological
commitment will preserve mankind
and our earth. Simple philanthropic
gestures, at least, will not.

"WE HAVE that anyway," he cried.
"That policy just saves the University
some bucks. What are we paying room
rent for? And what about all the other
restrictions the university places on us?
I thought I was getting away from my
parents, not adopting new ones!"

RonWaszczak

I tried to console him as he began to

"I agree with you Iggy but -"
"You can only paint if your dorm is
scheduled, only one of three colors that
matches the carpet, only on certain
dates, only-"
I cut him short. "Iggy. if you didn't
have any rules you would have total
chaos!"
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Day in Review
Grease thieves making fat profits
Slippery thieves are running a slick new racket stealing used cooking grease from fastfood restaurants and selling it to rendering plants at fat profits, industry officials in
Houston, Tex., say.
Vernon Stewart, director of the Texas [tenderers Association in Austin, says a bin -city
grease thief can make $200 a night and as much as $50,000 a year.
A Houston renderer says grease thefts cost her company 160.000 a year, and she estimates
losses among Texas' 80 rendering firms run to "several million dollars" annually.
These and other tales were spread before law enforcement representatives who attended
a seminar on grease theft problems sponsored by the association Tuesday.
The restaurants put kitchen drippings that have been used into 55-gallon drums stored
behind their buildings.
The drums are supposed to be purchased and picked up by rendering plant route trucks.
The plants then resell the grease to brokers who forward it to refiners for processing into
additives for products ranging from soap to plastics to animal food.
But instead, restaurant owners say thieves cart away the loaded drums, selling the
grease for $30 a barrel - often to out-of-state renderers - and selling the empty drums for $20
apiece.

Cleveland schools ordered
to start saving for debts
The Cleveland Public Schools were
ordered by the Supreme Court in
Columbus yesterday to resume setting
aside money in order to pay $15 million
the district owes two Cleveland banks
on Dec. 29.
The decision may force the district to
close despite U.S. District Judge Frank
Battisti's order Unit the schools stay
open at any cost to comply with his
desegregation order.
The district's problems arose late in
August when, at the district's request,
state Auditor Thomas E. Ferguson
checked the system's books and said it
would 1>e $19.2 million in debt by the end
of the year and should close.
But Battisti stepped in shortly after
and ordered the schools to stay open at
any cost. The district argues that it
could follow that order only if it used
tax revenues designed to pay off the $15
million debt for day-to-day operating
expenses.
But on Nov. K) the 6th U.S. District
Court of Appeals stayed Battisti's
ruling and noted that Moody's
Investor's Service, Inc. had lifted its A-l
credit rating for the Cleveland schools.
"Without such a rating the board may
have difficulty in selling its bonds to
finance necessary projects," the appellate court ruling noted.

OPEC increase expected
to boost gas, oil prices
The price increase expected to be
approved next month by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) will boost the cost of
U.S. gasoline and heating oil by 1 cent
tn 3 cents per gallon, oil Industry officials said yesterday.
As OPEC prepares for a Dec. 20
meeting in Caracas, Venezuela, reports
from the Middle East indicate that the
13-nation cartel is planning to impose a
price increase ranging from 5 percent
to 15 percent.
Most authorities believe the increase
will be 5 percent, reflecting the recent
decline in the worth of the dollar - the
currency with which OPEC members
are paid.
J. C. Burton, general manager for
crude oil supply for the Standard Oil Co.
of Indiana, said the U.S. price of
gasoline and other refined petroleum
products would increase by 1 cent per
gallon for every 5 percent increase
imposed by OPEC.
"The increase should work its way
through the supply system in 45 to 60
days." said Burton, in Houston for the
annual convention of the American
Petroleum Institute.

Sadat attempts to secure
backing for Israeli visit
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
huddled yesterday in Damascus, Syria,
with Syrian President Hafez Assad,
seeking the backing of his skeptical ally
for his proposed visit to Israel.
Informed diplomatic and Syrian
sources said they believed the Egyptian
president was trying to allay Assad's
fears that Sadat would make private
deals on the first-ever visit of an Arab
leader to Israel.
Sadat was likely to tell Assad that any
trip to Israel is "meant to change the
Israeli mentality about Arab intentions,
and to show the world who is serious
about peace and who is not," one Arab
diplomat said.
In Washington, President Carter said
Sadat's trip "will be a constructive
step" toward a new Mideast conference.
Speaking with reporters, he also
called the proposed trip "a very
courageous thing" and said that he had
been in almost daily contact with Sadat
in recent weeks. He did not elaborate.
Sadat cabled greetings to a symposium of leftists in Tel Aviv in a
gesture seen as further indication of his
peaceful intentions. It was the first

such message by an Arab leader to an
Israeli event.

New school funding plan
alters tax appropriations
A sweeping plan to change the way
schools are funded by restructuring
Ohio's tax system was unveiled
yesterday by a Wayne County
lawmaker in Columbus.
The new
system would decrease reliance on
property taxes.
"I am convinced that Ohioans have
had It with the present system of funding public education, which relies
heavily on property taxes," Rep. John
E. Johnson, D-Orrville. said at a news
conference
Johnson wants to limit property taxes
collected for school operations to 15
mills and earmark all lottery money
and 95 percent of income taxes for basic
aid to primary and secondary
education.
Income tax rates would be adjusted
to put a heavier burden on those in
higher income brackets.
These revenue sources woulil be
funneled into a Basic Education Fund
along with 95 percent of the corporate
franchise tax on big business. Johason
said the fund would assure each school
district $1,700 per pupil by 1979-80. while
generally reducing property taxes.
The current average expenditure is
$1,185 per pupil. Johnson said, but 190
districts spend less than $900 a pupil
and all big city districts, except
Dayton, are under $1,500.
He would also eliminate the HI percent property tax rollback, repeal
tangible personal property taxes for all
but utilities, and establish a system
assuring that no one pays more than a
fixed percentage- of income for real
property taxes.
The real estate tax would be limited
to 25 mills unless voters agreed to
more. Ten mills of that total tax load
would be distributed locally.
The remainder would go to the state
Basic Education Fund, with the exception of tax dollars collected on
residential and agricultural property,
which also would be retained locally.

Ohio constitution blamed for school woes
COLUMBUS (AP) Excessive taxes, overspending and high teacher
salaries are not to blame for
Ohio's school finance
problems, according to an
Ohio State University
economist, who points to the
financial structure of the
schools as the root of the
problem.
Frederick D. Stocker,
professor of economics and
business, said "peculiar
features" of the state constitution and law are "major

President Carter and the Shah of Iran
concluded two days of talks yesterday
as police tightened security around the
White House and demonstrators
massed for protests in other areas of
Washington D.C.
A heavy contingent of police stood by
at the executive mansion to prevent any
recurrence there of large-scale
violence between pro- and anti-Shah
demonstrators such as occurred
Tuesday. Those clashes left 124 persons
injured and 12 persons under arrest.
By mid-day yesterday, police
reported three arrests for disorderly
conduct resulting from minor scuffles.
Hundreds of demonstrators, most of
them opponents of the Shah's regime,
gathered near Embassy Row and on
Capitol Hill to stage protests at two
functions the Sh?h was scheduled to
attend before leaving Washington.
More than 1,000 anti-Shah demonstrators, many wearing masks to
conceal their identities, marched twoby-two several blocks away from the
Embassy Row luncheon hosted for the
Shah by Vice President Walter F.
Mondale. Police prevented protestors
from getting any closer than two
blocks.
As they marched up Connecticut
Avenue, the demonstrators chanted,
"The Shah is a U.S. puppet," and
"Fight, fight, fight; fight the fascist
Shah."
Outside the White House, police lines
were doubled for the Shah's final
meeting with Carter.
Authorities
canceled permits for demonstrations
closer to the executive mansion.
There were far fewer demonstrators
at the White House on Tuesday and they
were more orderly. Most of the
demonstrators claimed to be Iranian
students.

of its schools, and aggressive
action to cut costs, or to even
change school system
leadership
may
be
necessary," Stocker said,
but school closings are not
the answer.
"Ohio can scarcely hope to
be seen as a desirable place
to locate a business, or to live
and work, as long as our
public schools remain in
such precarious shape," he
said.
"Some of our cherished

"CERTAINLY the public
should demand efficient and
cost-conscious management

fiscal institutions-the 10-mill
property tax limit, property
tax rollbacks and credits, the
referendum veto on tax
levies-have served us poorly

The University Police
Activity Report for October
shows a drop in the total
number of complaints from
Oct. 1976
Seventy-six criminal
complaints. 33 fewer than in
October of last year, were
reported. The most common
complaints were bicycle
theft
112),
telephone
harassment 110) and minor
theft 1101.
Non-criminal complaints
numbered 10. seven fewer
than those reported in Oct.
1976. The most frequent
charges in that category
were property damage (3)

and may need to be scrapped
or modified," said Stocker,
who was study director of the
1967 Ohio Tax Study Commission.
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ALL CAMPUS
GGGE BLAST

¥
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Police release monthly report

t¥
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North East Commons

and suspicious persons (31.
Ten auto accidents also
were reported, a decrease of
two from last year.

¥
was six. down from 22 ¥
¥
reported last October.
A total of four on-campus ¥
and two off-campus arrests ¥
was reported, both tallies ¥

The total number of
criminal and traffic charges

showing a decrease of eight
from Oct. 1976.

Thursday, Nov. 17, 1977
8-12 p.m.

W

$1.00 admission
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¥
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SALE ON GUITARS
Gibson, Mossman, Hagstom, Guild

Accustic and Electric
Guitars, Banjos, Ampey, Road, Amplifyers

30-50% OFF
New Les Paul with case $400.99

CINEMA 1

Expensive Selection Effects, Devices, including
Phase Shifters, Slangers. Graphics. Wah-Wah, Volume Pedals.

MIDNIGHT
MOVIES!
FRI. SAT. ONLY
ALL SEATS $1.50
Fr«« ■•*•* UkiKi. utinir ot
■ntawtiea, CMMI m tpk fantasy
in womtroui color. A vISHMl ol HM
• ortd. 10 nflM »••" i- thi Itwo, wfcar* Wii«r»Ji rvtt !»• ••rlfc.
AM) MM H*"» •* "*tk prevail
o.tt th« farcai of technology in
th. final aafHa far warM i-

\ KM I'll li\KMli HI M

WEAHDS
0N( rIII0«M»NCI AT MIDNIGHT.
I0X Of HCI OffM AT 11 4S CM

CINEMA 2
Carter. Shah talks end;
demonstrations continue

reasons why Cleveland,
Toledo and other school
districts are near or in
bankruptcy."
Stocker noted that Ohio is
16 percent below the national
average in property taxes, 6
percent below the norm in
teacher salaries and 9
percent behind the national
average for per pupil
spending.

MIDNIGHT
MOVIE!

Di Marzio and Lawrence Pick-ups
Huge inventory of Beginner to Professional quality guitars, bases,
pianos, organs, drums, amps, and sound-reinforcement systems.

John Whitlow Music

West Gate Village Tiffin, Ohio
Hrs. M&F 10-9 T,W,R 10-8
447-3371
Sat. 10-5:30

LASALI
PRE HOLIDAY SALE
LEVI SALE
Bell Bottom
Straight Leg
Pre Washed Big Bells

reg. $16.00 SALE
reg. $14.75 SALE
reg. $19.00 SALE

$11.99
$11.99
$16.99

FRI. SAT. ONLY!
ALL SEATS $1.50
FROM THI CREATOR OF
"DF.EP THROAT" AND "THI
DIVIIINMISS JONIS."

A BIZARRE WORLD
OF FAHTASY!

LADIES FAMOUS NAME COORDINATES, SWEATERS,
SKIRTS, BLAZERS, PANTS, SHIRTS. Reduced 1 /3 original
$9 to $30
NOW $5.99 to $19.99.
WARM SLIPPERS FOR COLD DORMS OR APARTMENTS
Dearfoam Fuzzy Slipper Boot in Pretty Pastel Shades $4.99
$9.99 IN OUR HOUSEWARES DEPARTMENT
WILL BUY FOR YOU OR TO GIVE AS GIFTS A ...
Westbend Butter-matic 4 qt. Automatic Corn Popper
1000 Watt Hairdryer UHL Approved
Compact & Powerful Farberware 3V» qt. Crockpot
Hamilton Beach Handmixer
Warning Electric Can Opener

DDVSSElr1
HIUODIMIIHSUlTMinTMP
Sumni SUSANMclAIN■ NICOLE
Wilh Tint Had ■ C J lung
Ariltm, Pioductd and Dirtcttd h,
GERARD OAMIANO ®
C010R. ' OB I .DIIS I Cf HH IM11 OVIR It

ONE PERFORMANCE AT MIDNIGHT. ROX omci OPENS
AT II i45P.M. RATED X, ADMISSION TO PERSONS II
AND OVER ONIT . . . POSITIVE I.D. REQUIRED.

NEED GLOVES? WOMEN'S WARM LEATHER GLOVES
Split Cowhide Suede Glove with Acrylic Pile Lining $6.99
Bulky Knit Acrylic Hats and Gloves
$2.99
Monday, Thursday. Friday 9:45-9:00
Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 9:45-5:30
Sunday

12:-5:00

139 South Main, Bowling Green
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ORDER NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS

KAPPA ALPHA PSI
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE THIRD WORLD THEATRE
CAST OF
'MONKEY DONT DRINK
HOT CHOCOLATE '
FOR A FL\E PRODUCTION.
i*«#5#»*«*«*«

DAILYEdited
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
by Margaret Parrar
© 1177 LOS ANOEIIS TIMES

1
5
10
14
16
16
17

^m+m*a+»0+0a+*+m+m0m+m+

18
20
22

50% SUPER
MORE IPLENAMINS

23 Artist's studio

Multi-Vitamin Multi-Mineral
Supplement

144 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
288 tablet size!
72 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
_J44-tablet size!
36 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
72-tablet size!

ACROSS
Hautboy
Heep Stay
Tiller
Mineral mixture
Indigo
"Arabian Nights"
dervish
Volleys of a kind
Merrymakers
Nitrogen

THE PATINA OF PEWTER
creates a smooth mellow softness of finish fo
our on the cuff" bracelets Initialed or not.
they are a stunning addition to any outfit

$5.50 & ENGRAVING

with every purchase

24 Street sound
26 In the
of
luxury
27 Chinese dynasty
28 Nonflying bird
31 Clothes
34 Author of "The
Red Shoes"
36 Author Anita
37 Western
Iraasland
oyce's land
40 Importance
42 Rose's largesse
44 Pershing's
command: Abbr.
45 Knowledge
46 Greek letter
47 Draws
49 Lures
53 Like a house
55 Reciprocal
compliment, usually abbreviated
57 Public official
59 That
say
60 Name in
journalism

Dorsey's Rexall Drugs
500 E Wooster

"By the Tracks"

125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

CONGRATULATES
OUR NEW OFFICERS:

HELD OVER!
BY POPULAR DEMAND

NOV. 18 & 19
DEC. 2 & 3

ft/ For reservations
call
/if
Holiday Inn ol
Bowling Green
357 5211
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61 Discover by
accident
62 Intimate
63 Gouda's country
Abbr.
64 Disbursed
65 Jabberwocky
word

1
2
3
4
5

"
62
.5

DOWN
Scarlett
Father
Source of an oil
Ornament
Self styled
description of
5 Across

"Helping My Parents Understand Me" freshman workshop
3 5 p.m., River Room, Union

Lectures
"You, Me and God'' ACT Bible study 2 30 p m..603CloughSt

Flower demonstration .0 a.m. 5 p.m., Promenade Lounge,
Union On making silk and velvet flowers in Oriental fashion ...

Entertainment

Minority Caucus noon 1 p.m., Taft Room, Union

"Alharam" Arab week film 6,8 p.m.. 220 Math Science Bldg.

international Coffee Hours 2 4 p.m., international Lounge,
Williams Hall

"Three Penny Opera" University Theatre production 8 p.m.,
Main Auditorium, University Hall $1.50 for students

Campus Crusade for Christ 7 p.m.. Alumni Room. Union

"Adam's Rib" campus film 8 p.m., 210 Math Science Bldg.

Fiction reading 7.30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall
Novelist Robert Stone will read

All Beethoven concert 8 p.m.. Grand Ballroom. Union
Student tickets $7.50 and$5
Star gazing 8 pm roof of life Science Bldg. Weather per
miffing

Ladles Seiko watch lost Thur.
night at Howard's. Reward
352 7945
SERVICESOFFEREP
Will do typing. 10 years ex
penence. 320 Ridge St. 352
1315
STUDENTS. SPECIAL prices
tor all your PHOTOGRAPHIC
needs WEISSBROD STUDIO.
NEW LOCATION. Ill Clay.
3522142.
Pregnancy Aid fc Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material Pregnancy Aid. 352

7635 », 352 I486

PERSONALS
Ellen One year, many good
times & umpteen smiles later
you're still the smartest &
goodest!
Thank you for
sharing
your
wisdom,
challenging my ideals &
confirming my belief in Alpha
Delta PI Love. Jennifer.
Chi Ol Our
first
Chee
Omunga was GREAT. Almost
as great as our SUPER
SISTERS! Love. The Chi O
Pledges.
Alpha Sigs: We loved the
house, tho rwas a mess. The
singing was superb. So we paid
you a visit to get our things
back. They're better than
before. We think you're
great! 11 The DZ's.
The AXO swimming women
would like to thank our sisters
for supporting us in our
Marathon
Swim. Thanks
WAVES MBT6.LARI.
Phi Delts, Kappa Sigs, AXO,
Thanks for me 4 way. You
really party our way. The
Alpha Phis.
BE on the lookout for women
heavily armed with dangerous
concealed weapons. They are
on the prowl for their kidnap
dates. Get ready 'cuz It could
be you.
EUNIES HAPPY HOUR.
Thur. 9 12pm. Sat. 4 10pm. 109
S Main.

Located on US 25 {Dints HVW) |utt off «TI

32

27

THURSDAY

LOST* FOUND

i

J4Snlthl..y..,!
•t am OMO VMM

31

25

4

All campus beer blast 8 p.m., Commons, Northeast
Admission $l. sponsored by Sigma Chi and Chi Omega
UAO Coffeehouse 9 p m , Carnation Room, Union Featuring
local talent, admission 50 cents

Classifieds

SUNDAY : College Nigh't (reduced cover with College ID.)
MONDAY: Appreciation Night (no cover charge)
TUESDAY: Loose Ladles Night (best specials around for ladies)
WEDNESDAY: Greek Night (no cover with Greek letters)
THURSDAY: 2 for 1 (reduced prices)
& 7. FRIDAY & SATURDAY

come plug yourself in
in I

9

Academic affairs committee ol the Black Student Union 8

presenting seven ways to
put the spark back Into
your night life....

I

■'

23

■

6 Thinner
7 Operatic
prince
8 Piling up
9 Partook of
10 Coarse fabric
11 Java, Sumatra,
etc
12 Fare
13 Other
19 Noncom: Colloq.
21 False witness
25 Free
27 Residence of
a kind
29 Blackbird
30 French "ones"
31 Dice game: Lat
32 Oversize volume
3? Highest ranking:
Colloq.
35 Selling
38 Runway
41 Egyptian dancing
girls
43 Feminine suffix
48 Hibernian
49 Banker Cyrus
50 Big name in
baseball
51 To be: Sp.
52 Hoard
53 Ram-headed god
54 Semblance
56 Word with first
second etc.
58 Suffixes with
four or six

"

19

Latin American folk dancing 7:30 9 30 p.m., 105 North Gym

An Entertainment Utility

The ELECTRIC
WEEKEND

21

1

1 rr mr

pm., AmanJ, Commons Workshop on "Quality Points, GPA
and S U, How it Affects You"

7752.

I

to

1

4

Campus Calendar is a list o* the day's events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment-, provided as a service to readers.
Unless otherwise noted, the events are tree and open to the
public
To submit a listing, Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office. 106 University Hall, 372 7003
There Is no charge for submitting events to this section.

Will type, thesis, term papers.
Experienced, reasonable. 352

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

17

'S
"

National Student Exchange 7 30 p m., 102 Hanna Hall,
Information meeting on next year's NSE program

■VMM

GAMES

ID

r^ r

5

5

Romans'' ACT Bible study 7:30p.m.. 603 Cough St.

Thanks to the
old officers
for a fantastic job!

STUDENTS $3.50

DOOKOPEN8 30 PM
SHOWTIME' 00PM

'

Meetings

President
Karin Ondash
Rush Chairman
Lynn Holowach
Assistant Hush
Beth Cavender
Pledge Trainer
Marcia Redding
Assistant Pledge
Peg Lanpher
Treasurer
Debby Roshetko
Assistant Treasurer
Phyllis Kremer
Recording Secretary. . . . Jodi Swarlzlander
Corresponding Secretary .. .Vicky Herman
Social Chairman
Carolyn Reid
Assistant Social
Janet Polander
Mouse Chairman
Lynn Snodgrass
Historian
Joan Szarolela
Standards
Kim Slattery
Activities
Mary Myers
Jr. Panhel Rep
Deb Evans
Sr. Panhel Rep
Val Miller
Scholarship
Susie Starling
Chaplain
Kathy Cavley

"BROADWAY
BLOCKBUSTERS"

3

Campus Calendar

Hrs.- Mon-Thurs.
g Sat. 10-5
Friday
10-8

DELTA ZETA

2

Amy First a sister In Alpha
Phi. then of the very best
family. We waited for you. It
seemed life forever, but we
think our new link is the best
one ever. Love. Jan, Merrltt,
Renee.
Lynn Guess what? You know

what! Don't ever doubt it. Luv
Always. Ski.
Andy 6, Ellen, Congrats on
your D.U. Laveliering. Took
ya long enough! The Brothers.
Saturday night will be alright
cause the Xi Flamer will be dy
na mite.
Alpha Xi's are psyched tor our
Fall Flamer on Saturday
night!
Lll Phi Psi's say: Brothers
BEWARE! Treat us rigtvt
Friday nite, cause Saturday
morning we won't give war
ning.
Supernurse. Dr. Pansky says
Congrats on your kidney stone
from Bruce. Love, Care Plan
Bandits.
Come Sail Away with the
campus station...WFAL!
680AM is the olace to be!
All-Campus
Baer
Blast.
November 17, 1977. N.E.
COMMONS e 12pm. St.00
admission.
A~J Happy 20m Birthday.
Time to trade in that bottle of
Kesslers fora bottle of Geritol
you old lady! Love, Taz!
Final week of Tank Sale.
Hutch Pet Shop.
Alpha Sigs: We're proud to be
a part of the BEST fraternities
on campus. No one can replace
you in our hearts. LOVE, your
lil' Sigs.
Alpha Sigma Phi Brothers:
Candlelight, roses, dinner &
song, made tor an evening that
couldn't go wrong. Thanks so
much for showing us you care.
Love, your Little Slsl
The LIT Sigs are psyched tor a
great year with our Alpha sig
Brothers. Keep up the spirit!
SWINGTOWN. USA...WFAL
IS THE ROCKIN' 680AM'! 22418
Are you tired of going to
parties with the same old tunes
on the same old Sound
System? Well the Phi Delts are
bringing you B.G.S.U. a live
band named TOWER, from
Northeaster Ohio. Friday.
Nov. Hth from 8 to 12pm. at
the Phi Delta Theta House In
new fraternity row. We will
have 15 Ice cold kegs at Happy
Hours prices, so see you at the
Phi Pelt House Friday night.
WEEKENDS WEEKENDS
WERE
MADE
FOR
MARYBETHI DOUBT ME
AGAIN MB.

Need a garage to rent for
winter. 352 1609.
F. rmmt. needed now through
June 15. Upstairs apt. on
Summit. Call Carol at 352 4753
1 or 2 F. to sublease winter qtr.
Includ. Util. Cyndi 352 0450.
1 F. rmmt. to share turn. apt.
for winter &spr. qtr. 352 7063.
F. rmmt. needed winter S, spg.
qtr. $68 a month. 352 0518.
I F. rmmt $90 a month. No
utll. close to campus, own
bedrm.. avail, immed. 352
2674.
1 person to sub lease winter 6.
spring qtrs. $80 a month plus
util. 352 4580.
Snow skis ISO'S. Call 352 2657.
Alter 5.

*

1 F. rmmt. needed winter &
spring qtr. Close to campus.
352 9302 or 352 5796
Need 1 Male rmmt. for winter
& spg. qtrs. S70 a month. Call
352 2853 anytime
One female needed for winter
A, spring quarter. Apt. on 4th
ST. only S74 a month. Call 352
3897
HELPWANTEO
Working Toledo Area Rock
Band Needs Keyboard Player
Or Guitarist With Vocal
Ability Chuck 435 2572.
Career positions avail, in
sales, management, finance &
retail. S10-20,000. Call or send
resume to Baron Personnel,
5249 Secor, Toledo, O. 43623.

472 1133.
Miscellaneous Help for coat
check, cashier, etc. Must be 18.
Waitresses & waiters needed
Must be 21. Daytime barmaid
needed, llam-7pm., exp pref.
All positions avail for full or
pi. time. Apply any night after
8:30. OixieElec
Co. 25481
Dixie Hgwy. 874 8649.
Victoria Station now accepting
applications for dishwashers,
cocktails «. bussers. 1418
Reynolds Rd.
"TENNIS
PROS
AND
ASSITANT PROS
Seasonal
and year-round clubs, good
playing and teaching background. (Att (Ml) 654 3770. or
send 2 complete resumes and 2
pictures to: Col. R. Reade,
W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite ton. Chevy
Chase. MD 2001S."

Daytime barmaid needed.
Exp. pref. 11 7. Apply Dixie
Elec., Co. 25481 Dixie Hgwy
Perrysburg, O. 874 8649. Also
need waiters & waitresses
Must be 21.
FOR SALE
1970 Ford Galaxy 500 good
cond make offer. 2 3412.
3 bedrm. home with wood
burning fireplace, hot water
heat, extra Ig. 2 car garage
with elec. door openers, 3 lots
on corner, fenced in back 8.
side, kitchen with builHns 4
full basement S46,900. 288 2175.
1974 Fiat 128 fantastic cond.
have to sell-very reasonable.
Ziebarted & Michelin tires.
372 4463.
Matched set of golf clubs. 9
irons, 3 woods, bag includ.

Asking SI 10 352 6140.
Portable electric typewriter.

Call 352 8308.
12 string Alvarez quitar. 352
5597 or 352 0386 _^^_^_^
Man's Leather Coat Size 42.
Like new. S90. 352 6384
'74 Pinto, automatic, vinyl top.
Best offer. 2 0275or 2 2921.
'69 Elcona Mobile Home. 2x60
2 bedrm., new carpet, partially
turn., A.C.. washer and dryer
with hookup in bath. 353-0073.
1971 Opel 1900. Rebuilt engine
8. brakes. $695 or best offer.
352 7294between5 7pm.
1969 Mark III, loaded. $1,500or
best offer. 372 2772 or 352-8716.
Akal receiver, $180. 2 KLH 2
way spkrs., $70. fisher cassette
deck. $125 or as a system. $350.
357 7937.
Sherwood receiver 40 watts
per channel. Micro Selkl MB
10 turntable. Both In excell.
cond. 372 4253.
FOR RENT
REDUCED RENT Rockledge
Apt. 11, must sublet, 850 4th st.
$200 per qtr. Winter-Spring.

3520135.
2 person apt. to sub-lease for
wnt. 8. spg. $102 per person,

utll. Includ. 352 2253.
AVAILABLE NO. 15 AT
THURSTIN MANOR APTS.
EFFICIENCY WITH CABLE
VISION
«.
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. 352 5415.
Rock Ledge manor. Luxury
apt., turn., 2 bedrms.. 2 full
baths, dishwasher, A.C. «.
lease avail. 352 3*41. after 2.
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Local Briefs
Archaeology program
"A Major Archaeological Discovery in Central
America" will be presented by Stan Stevenson of Salt
Lake City, Utah, at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow. The program will
be held in the multi-purpose room of The Church of Latter
Day Saints, 1033 Conneaut Ave.
Rides can be obtained by calling 352-7035

Legal workshop
The Faculty Development Program Implementation
Commission will present a workshop titled "Some Legal
Issues in Student-Faculty Relationships" 3-5 p.m.
tomorrow in the Board Room, Alumni Center.
The program includes a discussion of recent and
relevant legal cases and decisions.
Attendance will be limited. Call 372-2316 for reservations and materials to be read before the workshop.

Caucus meeting
The Women's Caucus will hold a general meeting from
noon to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the Taft Room, Union.
A program titled "Attitudinal Sexism-at Bowling
Green-and everywhere" will be presented after a short
business meeting. The program will include excerpts
from films and situational skits illustrating daily sexist
encounters. The meeting is open to all. For more information, call 372-2773.

Siudents take day off as parents attend class
PICKERINGTON (AP) - Airline pilot Pete Klein had a day
off this week so he went back to school.
It wasn't the kind of class you might expect for the 38-yearold Klein. He attended freshman classes at Pickerington
Middle-Senior High School in place of his H-year-old son.
Chris.
School principal Dick Ball invited parents of his students to
give their kids a day off, if they would sit in for the students.
Ball calls it Project Sit-In.
•IT'S A VERY good idea," Klein said. "Some of the work
is difficult. I had algebra in 1954 and I remembered some bits
and pieces but I was practically lost.

"Parents' involvement in school is a must nowadays. Too
many people send their kids to school to be babysat"
Klein said his son slept late in the morning as dad sat in for
him.
"We want to get more parents involved in school," Ball
said of the program. "Open houses give them an artificial
view because they occur in the evenings while the kids are
not here.
' 'We just felt parents should see school occurring as it is."
Ball learned of the idea while in graduate school several
years ago and got agreement from his staff and faculty
before launching the program.

COFFEEHOUSE

DISCO

EVERY SATURDAY 9-1
CARNATION ROOM UNION
BEER S POPCORN AVALIABLE
ADMISSION 50 '
BRING I.D.

9

PRESENTS:

*•

"Sure we got the kids to pressure their parents on this." he
said. "We offered them the day off. The kids arc not really
missing school.
"THE PARENTS are responsible for taking notes and
getting the assignments straight. Then they have to go home
and go over the day's work with the kids.
"It establishes more communication about school and I
hope we are breaking down some barriers."
Ball got about 83 parents to sign up for a program of their
choice any one of four days this week.
"We have good parental support in the district. I just felt
there was more that could be done.

• the BEST of LOCAL TALENT •
Thursday Nov. 17
9:00-10:00 J. JAMES BALDWIN
10:00-11:00 TIMCAIN
It
KELLEY BOS DICK Kit
11:00-12:00 GREGZORNES

Friday Nov. 18
9:00-10:00 BOBKACHUREKand
MARY ANN WOLFE
10:00-11:00 SUZIE SPALDING
H:«0-1*:00 BROOKS&HARRIS

ON THE 6' TV SCREEN

FOOTBALL

carnation room - Union

r°-4" PM. CARNATION ROOM
OHIO STATE vs. MICHIGAN
SATURDAY — NOVEMBER .19TH
BEER & POP CORN AVAILABLE

50* admission
free coffee and tea!

Novelist to read
Vietnamese War correspondent and National Book
Award-winning novelist Robert Stone will give a reading
at 7 30 p.m. today in the Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Stone's novel follows the exploits of an American
journalist who attempts to smuggle a shipment of heroin
into the country with the help of his wife and a college
dropout. The book, which won the National Book Award, is
being made into a movie starring Nick Nolte.
The reading is sponsored by the University's creative
writing program.

GIANT WAREHOUSE SALE
now until Nov♦ imiioisi; Save
ember 26th on NorthSALE
At Sound Associates •'

Free concert
The University Women's Chorus will present a free
concert under the direction of Christopher Sprink at 4 p.m.
Sunday in the Recital Hall. College of Musical Arts.
The 140-member chorus will feature selections including Randall Thompson's "Alleluia." Harl McDonald's
and Walt Whitman's "Dirge for Two Veterans" and
Arthur Schwartz's "Haunted Heart".

Chorus concert
The University Men's Chorus will present a free concert
at 8 p.m. Monday, in the Recital Hall, College of Musical
Arts.
The Chorus has about 50 members and will perform 15
selections under the direction of Eric Coffelt

western Ohio's largest
selection of audio
components.
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Yesterday's News incorrectly reported a grade
workshop sponsored by the Black Student Union as being
held Nov. 16. The workshop will be held at 8 p.m. today in
the Amani, Commons.
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MICRO SEIKI CO., LTD.

$79000

Correction

Garrard

248 SOUTH MAIN ST. — BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 352-3595
"ALSO SHOP OUR TWO OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS"
5206 MONROE ST.
TOLEDO. OHIO
885-3547

400 SOUTH MAIN ST.
FINOLAY. OHIO
424-1191

OPEN: Monday • Friday Noon to 9 pm — Saturday 10 om to 5:30 pm
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And they took their cuts ...
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
John Weinert probably felt
like a helpless pitcher on the
Bad News Bears, facing the
world champion New York
Yankees Tuesday night.
It was the Falcon head
basketball coach against
"Murderer's Row" during a
benefit roast at the Bowling
Green Country Club.
Needless to say, the

roasters scored heavily. But
so did Weinert.
There's wasn't much time
to retaliate, but he did come
away with a few laughs, a
good-luck trophy for the
upcoming season, $2,320 for
the hoop program and a new
orange sport coat, courtesy
of Pfisterer's-Gladieux.
THE LINEUP roasting
Weinert was: Faculty
member
Bob
Dudley
(leading off), former player

Nawaphoto by Oov« Ryon

JOHN WEINERT-Aecepts -good-luck" trophy.

Gerry Klamrowski, hamburger flnanceer Don
Michel, former player Kyle
Wiggs (clean-up), Michigan
Coach Johnny Orr, stock
broker Ted Wolfram, former
player Ron Johnson, radio
personality Dave Carr and
University administrator
JimHof.
Directing the show was
Jim Lessig, the roastmaster.
Here's some of the blow-byblow description:
Dudley: "There's no end to
this man's talent. Of course,
there's no beginning to it
either...When John was in
Wisconsin, they always
called him "Corn." He was
always at the foot of his
class... He thinks it's a
practical Joke to go visit a
home for the blind and rub
out the braille."
Klamrowski, one of three
of Weinert's former athletes
at St. Joseph's that came for
the festivities: "When we
first met coach, we always
made fun of the color of his
clothes selection. But you
always could count on one
thing-they usually fit him
like a glove. They stuck out
in five places..We used to
ride in cars to go to games.
The players liked to listen to
music, but coach didn't like
long-hair music. Well, as you
can see, jealousy never got
him a full head of hair...
L'oucli always gave us the
fatherly image, too. I once
h;id a problem with my
girlfriend and went to him
fur advice. He gave me a tip
that he said 'would surely
work.' I tried it and she
dumped me."
MICHEL, WHO according
to Lessig, could surely
identify a hot dog: "My
presentation will be very
short. After all, how long can
you talk about nothing'.'..
John is a very tempermental
type of guy. That's 90 per

cent temper and 10 per cent
mental... He's also a man of
polish, mostly around his
head."
Wiggs, who was amazed to
see Weinert all decked out
for the occasion: "Heck, this
is the first time I've ever
seen him where he didn't
look like he'd just mugged
Phyllis Diller or a roll of Life
Savers."
Wiggs, then playing the
role of the fourth man, or
"clean-up" roaster, showed
a pair of huge pictures of
Weinert and his wife,
Shirley. The first was their
wedding picture. The second
was of the couple dressed up
for Halloween during their
college days.
"John had a full head of
hair, pimples and was rarirV
to go," said Wiggs, while the
wedding shot was being
shown to the 200 spectators'
approval. "Little did they
know that he had a kid three
months later."
When the Halloween
picture was held up, a voice
from the audience barked,
"That's the way he dresses
around here."
WELL, BACK to the
lineup. Number five. Orr, the
talented coach up north: "I
can tell you why I was picked
to be hcre-becausc 1 was
free...How John can have a
9-18 record and get a crowd
!ik, ':...-> uOinazI .. I was264 last year and they were
raising hell with me...I've
followed John's career tor a
long time. He started at
Rufus King and when he
went to Ripon College
(Wise. \ I thought something
had to be wrong with him.
Then he went to St. Joseph's
and I started to wonder
about him. Then he came
here Hi 11 and I knew he was
crazy. If you stick with him
long enough, he'll give you a
winner. Then again, most of

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOI.EON ROAD
Winter Quarter l-rascs ,
ONLY 201'NITS AVAILABLE
1.:'Bedrooms and efficiencies
iurnishcd, unfurnished
gas, electric, water, trash removal bv owner
open 10-6 M.W.F.SAT
10-8 Tilt
CALL ISM IDS AND RESERVE YOUR
APARTMENT NOW

it's a biggie
our king-size sub.

leers rout Western

you probably won't be alive
K A I. AM A ZOO, Mich.— Scoring five goals each scored once in the first-period exto enjoy it."
in the first period, the eighth-ranked plosion that gave goalie Brian Stankiewicz
Wolfram, the historian:
Bowling Green hockey team destroyed plenty of breathing room.
"Just think, if John had been
Western Michigan broke Stankiewicz's
Western Michigan, 7-1, in Central Collegiate
with the Indians at Little Big
shutout attempt in the second period, but the
Hockey Assn. (CCHA) action last night.
Horn, Caster would have
The Falcons raised their league record to Falcons got two goals back in the third
been president... If he'd been
2-1 with the triumph, while it was the period off the stick of John Markell.
captain of the Titanic, he
Broncos' CCHA opener.
A disappointed crowd of 3,408 watched
could have asked the
steward 'who ordered the
Dave Easton scored twice and Mike Bowling Green win its second straight game
ice?'... If he'd been Gen.
Hartman, Byron Shutt and Tom Newton and raise its season record to6-3.
George Patton. he would
have captured the capital -of
f::}:Wfttfffp:ffff$$$&$(i:VSf;
S:::::::::::::::::::^^^
England."
Johnson: "We always
knew coach was yellow. How
yellow? His wife put him
outside to scare away the
bugs... He once told me he
was going to do the same
things at BG that he did at SL
Joe. All I can say is poor
BG...One time we played
Cincinnati and the game was
supposed to be a toss-up. We
lost by 71 points. And that's
no joke, ilaughter) It wasn't
funny then."
Carr: "There's one point
in
history that Ted
i Wolfram) forgot. John was
our lookout man at Pearl
Harbor."
AND, THE bottom of the
order, Hof: "This is the first
farewell dinner I've ever
seen before the season
started. When we Interviewed for a new coach,
we were looking for
something different. He
wore white shoes in the
middle of the winter. That's
N«wipta«» bv Larry Kay**
pretty different."
FRED ROGERS
RILL SAUNDERS
John Weinert then finally
got his turn in get revenge,
but didn't have too much
planned ahead of time. His
best rebuttal was directed at
By Terry Goodman
Wolfram, the stock broker.
FALCONS
OVER
leader at 55-25, goes with the
"He once bought 100 head
consensus. Steve Sadler. HAWAII. 13-2 Only a
Of eattle—99 bulls and 1 cow,"
You've heard it before:
Tom Baiunann and Dclores -ur'an. says Baumann and
Weinert snickered. "The cow
The Big Ten football race Brim are a game behind at Mosser.
died a week later. And ya always boils down to the last 54-20; and Jim Sluzewski and
BAI.I. STATE OVER
know what? They couldn't
game against the Big Two.
Dennis Sadowski are two EASTERN. 1.1-2 The Cards
Ohio State meets Michigan games back of Herman. In have been touch to clip all
get the smile off herface."
Earlier, Weinert turned to Saturday in Ann Arbor, and the second-division among year, but Brim and Johasky
Klamrowski, one of his by a narrow 8-7 vote, our 15- regulars are Bill Schabel and think IhBy'U be had for the
pcrson panel picks the Pat Thomas 152-28'. Bob second tune in league play.
former athletes, during his
roasting and remarked, "If Bucks. The contest will be Renney and this writer (51CENTRAL
OVER
you think he's funny tonight,
televised on Channel 24, 29i. John Johasky (49-.11 > WESTERN, H-l The
you shoidd have seen him beginning at 12:30 p.m.
Chippewas are the pick.
and Cheryl Gcsehke 148-32).
Marty Herman, our new
Guests this week are Gesehke disagrees.
play."
KENT OVER TOLEDO,
seniors Curt Mosser and Bill
*$P JC *JCrX*JP rX JCr3C f3p jp 'X'^'X'Jp'x'jC'jC'iC
Saunders and sophomore 13-2 -Guests Saunders and
Fred Rogers. There's only Rogers have the cuts to pick
one week left-and that's the hapless Rockets over the
"Bowl Week." Here we go:
slumping Flashes.
OHIO STATE OVER
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Mil -UK. AN. 8-7 Raumann. OVER OHIO L\. 10-5 Both
Sadler, Brim, Rogers,
teams have only one victory,
greenhouse • fresh plants
Renney,
Johasky and and tin- majority thinks the
Gesehke buck Woody and Huskies will win number
clay pots - ceramic pottery
ride with Bo.
two. Rogers, Gesehke.
'Thomas, Schabel and this
MACK THE KNIFE
writer think otherwise.
IS BACK IN TOWN
""PITTSBURGH OVER
1026 N. Main
A Bowling
Green
State
r
(by Krogers)
8-6 daily 10-5 Sun. University Theatre and PF.NNST.. M A dandy
during Thanksgiving break.
ot Musical Arts Annual
******************* College
Renney, Rogers. Raumann.
Musical Comedy.
tfwvvvwwNfvwvvvvvvwvvvvwvvvuw
Thomas, Sadowski and
November
16 19
Saunders like Coach Joe
Patcrno's unit.
MAIN AUDITORIUM
8 p. n>
TEXAS TECH OVER
HOUSTON, 12-3 Guests
Mosser and Rogers and
Johasky tab the underdog.
IOWA
ST.
OVER
OKLAHOMA
ST..
12A ptzxo never had it so good
3 -Sluzewski. Rogers and
SIZES 10" 12" 14" 16"
Sadler see the Cyclones
being halted.
Submarines Sandwiches
TEXAS OVER BAYLOR.
Sun. • Thurs.
4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
15-0- Still number one.

I

Our pick: Ohio State

BRIGHAMS
GREENHOUSE

PLANTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

we may be exaggerating,

STARTS TOMORROW!

but honest....it's one of the

"FANTASTIC ANIMATION FESTIVAL"
FRIDAY AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.

most super eating experiences

fantastic Animation Festival

you'll ever endeavor.

^isonolb's

MZZO 203 N. MAIN

PAGLIAI'S 945 S. Main, B.G.
Phone 352-7571

tor FRE1

DELIVERY

****************

$ SANDBOX WEST
•K

*

FLANNELS$3.00

{

THE GREATEST COLLECTION OF
ANIMATED FILMS IN THE WORLD!

Fri. 8 Sot.

* WARM SWEATERS- $3.00 $
t ™»
J PARAPHERNALIA

*5&00 t

•fc 190 S. Main
* Mini-Mall
352-1355
****************

# 10% OFF
£ WITH THIS AD
• All Brake-Service
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• Tune-ups

SPECIAL NOTICE

WE'VE MOVED!
To Serve You Bettor, The

crimping
tree

Parts and Labor
Foreign and Domestic

HAS RELOCATED TO A NEW, MODERN HOME

offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977

FORT MEIGS SHOPPING CENTER
PERRYSBURG
•74-4373

• DISHOP MOTORS
Your Car Car* Center
Foreign and Domestic

164 E. South Boundary
v

\ Rt. 25, Bowling Green, 0. ^
"* 353-5271
246-9592

4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.

FREE DELIVERY

ENDS TONIGHT: "YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE"

TAKI ROUTE 28 NORTH PAST 1-476 OVERPASS
TO SOUTH BOUNDARY, THEN RIGHT JUST PAST THE
TRAFPIC LIGHT TO FORT MEIQS CENTER

W

$1.70 Minimum

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
37? 7719 WEEKDAYS
An American College Theatre
st . v*l
Production
Prv nt. d by l*W John F
K--nn--f.lv O'mor lor »he Per
t '('"iiui Ariv the Alliance lor1
A» "s Education; produced by
V<c
Amcru.in
Theatre
A . .oc i.i'ion.
sponsored by
Amo> oO'i Company

352-5166

ABORTION
$150.00
TOLL FREE

9 a.m. 10 p.m.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-10 t**tf 160pjyp. mail o'df CJUioq f "Ciovr
S< 00 lo cover pott-to* *nd
handling
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC
11322 IDAHO AVE * 206
LOSANGElES.CALIf 90025
(2131 4 77 84 74
Ou' rtiejMCh p*pt'l *re \c d for

'MM'Ch purpose* onl,
P.»" n'al Guidance Advised
1-800-438-8113
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ALL CAMPUS PARTY
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF

TOWER

h/*A

ONE OF NORTHEASTERN
OHIO'S TOP BANDS
FROM WARREN. OHIO

FRIDAY NOV. 18

8-12 PM

AT THE PHI DELTA THETA HOUSE
D

CONKLIN

15 ICE COLD KEGS
D
D
D

I.D. REQUIRED
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